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Mac Patches

Update (con't)
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Gordon Leiser, editor of the Mc

shipmates, plus their guests, in
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Caffery Newsletter, is taking

Portsmouth, VA. You'll be happy

available. There are two to choose

to know, that this edition contains
all the information you'll need for

from: "I)rive them into the Sea"
(Bougainville), and the "SeaHorse

this newsletter. I have some

our next reunion, in Savannah,

Riding a Hedgehog" with a

awfully big shoes to fill, asize20
I trink! tr wear a size !2 but will
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friendships, and experience a
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break. I (Bill Maslak), will be
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fill in for him for
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Ifyou

have

brilliantly colored.

and

any changes to your
Blood Donations

phone number, email, or postal

McCaffery Hats & Shirts
Shirts and hats are still available.
Shirts are Navy Blue (golf style),

address, please let me know.

Military personnel who served in

Trying to relocate members to

Iraq,

send newsletters which were

blood for one year after leaving

with the ship's logo embroidered

returned for bad addresses, is time

that country. Personnel have been

on the left side. Hats are also Navy

consuming, and costly/

diagnosed with leishmaniasis, a

Blue with the same type of logo.

parasitic desease spead by sand

Prices include shipping

flies.

Hats -

s12.00

M-XL
Shirts - 2X-3X

$15.00

Reunion Update
This will be the last mention
our reunion

of

will not be able to donate

-from Naval Media Center-

by newsletter. From

the emails, letters and phone calls

Rememer Saying?

we have been receiving, the

Did you hear? - the post oflice is

turnout is expected to be better

thinking of charging a dime to
mail a letter? (1957)

than our last one with over 100

Shirts -

$17.00

To order, please send check or
money order to: Gordon Leiser

Errant Torpedo
A torpedo exercise was held offPearl Harbor in November
1945. The target, a DE, was sighted; its speed and course was

McCaffery Staff:
Tom Burnett - Reunion Chrm

plotted and at the same time GQ was sounded. The tubes wer€
zerod in on the target and the torpedo launched. It was on
course and heading for the target but something went wrong.
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After haveling a short distance, the fish did a 180 degree
maneuver and headed back for McCaffery. Bridge personnel
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could only watch as there was no time to maneuver the ship
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Emmet Reed - Video
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way. A direct hit !

Fortunately, exercise torpedoes are armed with dummy
warheads and set to havel well below the target ship. The
deadly torpedo passed under Mccaffery. Even with a dummy
warhead the torpedo weighed 3000 pounds. Traveling at33

knots it could have penefiated the thin hull of Mccaffery.

While this probably would not have caused the ship to sink, it
EMMETREED@aoI.com
could have injured Personnel.
The warhead, painted a bright yellow and rigged to float
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vertically, was retrieved. It was a much relieved torpedo
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gang when it was discovered that the cover plate over the
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gyro wasi not properly secured by supply ship personnel who
provided the torpedo for the exercise. Water entering the
gyro chamber caused the fish to malfunction sending it back
to McCaffery. Had it not been an exercise the warhead
would have been filled with 600 pounds of explosives . It
could have been disasfious for McCaffery and her crew.
Story provided by plank owners John Bixby (4546) and Bob
Klocke (45-46). Continued next newsletter.

Ship's Name

Lt. Col. Joseph P McCaffery, USMC, for whom McCaffery
is named was fatally wounded November l, 1943 while
leading a charge against the Japanese on Bougainville. His
battle cry,

DRWE TI{EM INTO THE SEA

